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The Office of the Secretary of Higher Education (OSHE) seeks to implement strategies to
improve affordability and develop targeted social and financial supports to address potential
barriers to students’ success. OSHE invites interested vendors to submit a proposal to assist
OSHE with addressing material hardships faced by students, including food and housing
insecurity, childcare, transportation, open educational resources, and benefit eligibility among
others.
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Supporting Material Hardship Needs
Office of the Secretary of Higher Education (OSHE)
P.O. Box 542, Trenton, NJ 08625-0542
Ms. Stefani Thachik, Director, Policy and Planning
Ms. Karen Bussey, Policy Analyst
(609) 422-7399
FinanceDocs@OSHE.nj.gov

I. GENERAL INFORMATION
New Jersey’s State Plan for Higher Education outlines clear steps the state, colleges, and other
stakeholders must take to ensure that every New Jerseyan, no matter their life circumstances, has
the opportunity to obtain a high quality credential that prepares them for life after college. This
includes a vision for a student bill of rights in which every student in New Jersey should have
access to an affordable route to a college degree and support to help with non-tuition expenses.
Material hardships, especially amid the pandemic, are too common for many students today.
OSHE has received a grant to implement strategies to improve affordability and develop targeted
social and financial supports to address potential barriers to students’ success. The State is
developing a playbook and website that provides technical assistance to colleges in providing
support for students’ “real college/material hardship” needs. This project will also identify new
strategies to expand the eligibility, take-up and value or public benefits for college students.
Through guides, convenings, and technical assistance, this project will help the State in
emphasizing the need to holistically think about how we support students in and out of the
classroom to help them be successful and obtain a high quality credential.
WEB SITE: www.nj.gov/highereducation
LOCATION: 1 John Fitch Plaza Trenton, NJ 08625
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II. SCOPE OF WORK REQUIREMENTS
A. Project Description
The following Scope of Work (SOW) describes and applies to the Tasks that will be completed
by the vendor to assist OSHE with creating and refining a playbook and website for colleges that
provides assistance to colleges in providing support for students’ needs beyond tuition and fees
and develops a strategy for expanding benefit eligibility through awareness and training of
institution administrators. The target audience for the project is increasing technical assistance
and support to NJ higher education institutions on basic needs to students (food and housing
insecurity, childcare, transportation, open educational resources, benefit eligibility, etc.).
Work/Tasks to be performed by the Vendor include:
The vendor will deliver topical knowledge, analytical expertise, technical services and strategic
council to OSHE. Specific tasks and responsibilities include:
Research
• Identify and compile background research on the major areas of student material
hardships, including costs related to textbooks, childcare, rent, transportation, and
food.
• Conduct research on best practices for addressing student materials hardships in
higher education, looking at models from institutions and other states.
• Correspond and consult with New Jersey colleges on their programs for material
hardships to identify state leaders to use as model programs.
• Utilize student voice/testimonials to incorporate in all project deliverables
Writing:
• Provide writing support in the creation of a playbook document and website for
colleges that identifies the major issue areas related to material hardships, outlines
institutional, state, and national model programs and best practices for each issue
area, and provide a list of actionable next steps for colleges to take in addressing
materials hardships.
• Provide a general document outline structure for OSHE to use in developing the
playbook.
Convenings/Communications:
• Host convening on material hardships to inform playbook and coordinate benefit
eligibility convenings/discussions.
• Create best practices guide on training /ways for institutions to connect with social
service organizations
• Host online benefit access trainings for college faculty, staff, and/or administrators
B. Specific Performance Milestones/Timelines /Deliverables
All deliverables must be completed by no later than February 25, 2022.
The vendor shall have regular meetings with representatives from the Office of the Secretary of
Higher Education to discuss any issues that may need to be resolved and to keep apprised of the
progress of project outcomes.
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III. Proposal Content
At minimum, the vendor’s proposal shall include the following:
1) Vendor official name, address and Federal ID number;
2) A specific contact for the proposal including name, phone and email address;
3) A detailed proposal with a detailed breakdown of the cost of per hour and staff classifications
needed to meet the objectives and deliverables of the scope of work, describing how the vendor
intends to accomplish each component of the scope of work;
4) A detailed budget to perform the scope of work;
5) A schedule identifying the deliverables to be submitted under this Request for Proposal; and
6) Identification of any potential conflicts of interest regarding the delivery of services for the
scope of work under this Request for Proposal.
7) Review and sign the PB120 form provided.

